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Abstract 

  There was a growing population of English Language Learners (ELLs) in the United 

States.  Addressing the needs of these students, and determining what practices are most 

effective in aiding their acquisition of their target language was beneficial in nurturing these 

students to becoming career and college ready.  In lieu of the New York State adoption of the 

New York State Science Learning Standards there was a need for ENL teachers and any teacher 

that has English Language Learners in their class to be supported in providing Science learning 

as part of instruction.  The purpose of this curriculum project was to introduce ENL teachers to 

new science content standards and explore English and home language use in a science 

environment. The content and language used to access science is examined through a place-

based perspective. As a product, this curriculum product will produce a professional 

development module using Google Classroom. 
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Introduction 

Significance 

 There is a growing population of English Language Learners (ELLs) in the United 

States.  Addressing the needs of these students, determining what practices are most effective in 

aiding their acquisition of their target language, and the further development of their home 

language are important if students are to be successful in becoming biliterate.  Biliteracy is an 

additive model of adding a target language and maintaining/developing the home language. 

Addressing the needs of ELLs is also done by assure access to high quality content-based 

instruction, such as Science.   

Content-based instruction is learning or acquiring new knowledge through integrating 

both content and skills.  For ELLs, learning language (both home and new) during content-based 

instruction is practiced in most classrooms throughout New York State. In New York State, 

teachers are adjusting their instruction to meet the New York State Science Standards. There are 

many advantages to integrated content-based instruction, including an increase in student 

engagement, and creating meaningful learning (Lightbown & Spada, 2006).  Place-based 

learning, also referred to as community learning, or community service learning takes content-

based learning to a “personal” level.  Students are taught the relevancy that the content has to 

their community and to their lives.  Place-based learning can be integrated among disciplines, or 

specific to one.  There is a growing research base that supports the teaching of content through 

place-based learning as an effective form of instruction in the classroom.  

In the general setting, there is much research supporting place-based interventions to 

increase engagement and/or content knowledge.  This literature review highlights research and 

ideas targeting place based learning and ELLS  
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Problem 

 The problem this curriculum project addresses is the lack of support and exposure ENL 

teachers have to high quality interventions like place based science and the New York State 

Science Learning Standards.   

Purpose 

 The purpose of this curriculum project is to introduce ENL teachers to new science 

content standards and explore English and home language use in a science environment. The 

content and language used to access science is examined through a place-based perspective. As a 

product, this curriculum product will produce a professional development module using Google 

Classroom. 
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Literature Review 

The second largest wave of immigration in American history began twenty years ago. In 

recent history, it has always been a challenge about how best to educate this unique group of 

students (children of immigrants and US born children of immigrants, among others). Yet, as 

Yzaguirre (1998) noted, the discussion of the most effective way to educate this group of 

students typically brings high levels of enthusiasm, with low levels of rational discourse. This 

also mirrors the case during the last large wave of immigration at the beginning of this century 

(Gersten, 2000, p. 454).  With the number of English language learners (ELLs) increasing in the 

classroom it is important to investigate best practices to meet their diverse needs.  Not only what 

works specifically in the addition of the English language, but the most effective way to also 

make the educational process an additive one. In order to better understand the intervention this 

curriculum project focuses on, the following section provides an overview of the theory and 

practice from where place-based education was born.  

Constructivism 

For years, philosophers debated how people obtain knowledge/truth (Kamii and Ewing, 

1996).  In an attempt to instill knowledge, one must first unveil the process in which one learns 

new information, and figures out how to solve problems.  Within the philosophers there were the 

Rationalists and the Empiricists, and their rationales were divided.  Empiricists felt knowledge 

was gained by internalization through the senses.  They felt children were born with no prior 

knowledge, a “clean slate”.  Rationalists did see the necessity of real experiences.  However, 

they disputed that reason was superior to physical or sensory understanding (Kamii and Ewing, 

1996).   Rationalists felt this way because reasoning lets people know many truths/knowledge 

that observations cannot.  Rationalists believed that perceptions could delude, leading to 
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unreliable knowledge.  Rationalists also felt reasoning to be an innate attribute (Kamii and 

Ewing, 1996).  In the next section, a scientist searching to answer the question, how do children 

gain knowledge? 

Jean Piaget. A biologist named Jean Piaget has contributed to the field of education in a 

paramount way.  Jean Piaget’s quest to find out more began in a systematic method.  Jean Piaget 

was a biologist and an expert in practicing scientific method (Kamii and Ewing, 1996).  Being a 

scientist, Piaget approached this question scientifically.  In the most basic understanding, 

Piaget’s Constructivism is a scientific theory of how people learn from within, starting at birth 

(Teachnology).  The relevance to place-based education would be born from the beginning 

ideologies, and theory of Constructivism. Place-based education is described by Woodhouse and 

Knapp (2000) as being a concept that has been utilized for over 100 years practiced by cutting 

edge educators.  The most basic definition being an outdoor learning experience including 

procedures to assist students in making relevant connections to their own particular place in the 

world (Woodhouse & Knapp, 2000).  Piaget began to dissect to find the answer. 

  In the beginning, Piaget wanted to end the speculative debate between the philosophers, 

and felt approaching from a scientific means would be definitive through scientific method 

(Kamii and Ewing, 1996).  Because Piaget did not have prehistoric evidence, he felt the study of 

babies’ and children’s knowledge would be the next best avenue.  Piaget felt the study of babies 

and children would unveil the nature of human knowledge.  The after-effect of more than 50 

years of research was his total misalignment with the Empiricists.  The reasoning behind this was 

he felt things could only be known by integration into the places that are in a condition.  This 

revelation did not cast Piaget into the total views of the Rationalists, but when asked if his views 
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were aligned with either, he was more in tune with the Rationalists views.  Piaget began to 

organize. 

Piaget divided knowledge into three categories, physical, social/conventional, and logico-

mathematical (Kamii and Ewing, 1996).  An example of physical knowledge would be the color 

of a flower, the length of a piece of paper, or the weight of a rock.  It is the understanding of the 

outer.  Social knowledge is mostly created by man.  Some examples would be spoken and 

written language, holidays, and pleasantries.  The most difficult knowledge to comprehend was 

logico-mathematical.   The reason why this was difficult was because each individual can derive 

a different view.  Simply put, people define things differently though the end result may be the 

same.  In the next paragraph, Piaget revealed more terms in the journey to find out more 

information how students think and learn. 

Gained knowledge, according to Piaget, was gained through accommodation and 

assimilation, according to Teachnology, a website. Assimilation would be melding new 

experiences into background or known experiences.  The result of assimilation is new learnings, 

examination, and revelation.  His other big idea, accommodation, is taking the new or newly 

perceived knowledge and placing into the mental capacity that exists (stage). According to 

Piaget, these milestones in cognitive development are distinct (Teachnology).  The following 

section provides an overview of Piaget’s stages of development that are widely used today to 

understand how best students learn. Sensorimotor occurs from birth to two years old, this is 

when basic needs are met through the subconscious.  The next step in development is 

egocentrism, which is aged three to seven.  This is when children feel that the world is all about 

them.  This is a natural process, not to be confused with being selfish.  Concrete development is 

typically between eight to eleven years of age.  During this, reasoning is really coming into 
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action and children begin to actualize the world around them.  At approximately 12 to 15 years 

this logical reasoning becomes concrete (Teachnology).  This cognitive development is 

important in education to be cognoscente in preparation and delivery.  There are different 

thoughts on Jean Piaget’s theory of Constructivism; the following paragraph outlines Piaget’s 

views on constructivism, differing definitions, and ideologies.    

Perkins (1999) identified the many facets of constructivism by focusing on the 

philosopher D.C.Phillips.  Phillips defined three distinct roles in reference to constructivism: the 

social learner, the creative learner, and the active learner, (Perkins, 1999).  The social learner 

obtains knowledge and understanding through interaction and co-constructing.  Phillips also 

explained that the creative learner obtains knowledge through creation and/or recreation and 

discovering.  The active learner acquires knowledge through doing.  They work through 

problems or questions by making predictions, developing a hypothesis, and research (Perkins, 

1999).  Many educators adopt or adapt this school of thought for practice in the classroom 

because of this hands-on, interactive, and creative approach.  The next paragraph focuses on 

other aspects of the constructivism, such as cognitive and social constructivism 

Piaget’s theory of constructivism supports place-based learning in the following 

ways.  Piaget’s theory is cognitive constructivism and is aligned with place-based science. 

However, dependent on the student and situation, social constructivism has a role as well 

(Powell, 2009).  There are two main similarities of both cognitive and social constructivism. The 

first similarity is the inquiry teaching method, which means driving instruction through 

questioning. The next similarity is utilizing a student’s background knowledge. Both play a role 

dependent of the situation.   
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Cognitive constructivism came straight from Piaget’s research, and this is individualistic, 

which describes how that individual builds new knowledge (Powell, 2009).  Social 

constructivism integrates the social interaction, which references building knowledge through 

social interaction.  Where they stand apart, they still work together (Powell, 2009).  

Commonsense and theoretical growth is best supported using this concept of both cognitive and 

social constructivism.  To elaborate, new knowledge and ideas of basic survival is best 

cumulated by both theories of constructivism, cognitive and social.  The next idea is both 

additive and embedded in further sustenance of place-based learning.  Because this curriculum 

project focuses on ELLs, there is an important pedagogy promoted in the field to increase 

success for ELLs in all areas of schooling by making integrating “culture” into schooling, 

especially when home and school cultures are different. This pedagogy is aligned with social and 

cognitive constructivism as well as place based learning (incorporating their own personal lives 

into the instruction). This is called culturally relevant pedagogy.   

Culturally Relevant Pedagogy 

In most areas of the United States, the culture of the school and teacher does not match 

the culture of the students...  In the United States, there was a recent wave of immigration that 

changed the way the classroom demographic looks (Brown-Jeffy and Cooper, 2011).  The 

diversity of the classroom increased, and most of this growth was the Hispanic population 

(Brown-Jeffy and Cooper, 2011).  While diversity in the nation, and specifically the classroom 

has changed, diversity among educators has not (Brown-Jeffy and Cooper, 2011).  The US 

teaching force is still predominantly White (Brown-Jeffy and Cooper, 2011).  It is important to 

bridge the gap amongst different cultures, to embrace diversity in order to provide learning 

environments appropriate for high levels of learning.  The following section addresses this need. 
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Supporting teachers to learn more about diversity and interrelate within the diverse 

classroom is a widely researched topic (Brown-Jeffy and Cooper, 2011).   Professionals have 

researched the best ways to support teachers in the classroom in accomplishing both these goals. 

By addressing diversity and relating to diversity, a classroom can become culturally inter-

meshed where students share their world and learn about others. One such innovator has done 

much in the research of this school of thought, Gloria Ladson-Billings coined the widely used 

term “culturally relevant pedagogy”, and her work is introduced in the next paragraph.  

Gloria Ladson-Billings believes if a teacher incorporates home culture in the classroom to 

drive instruction, it brings relevancy and meaning to learning (2009).  Ladson-Billings also 

posits that a teacher who practices culturally relevant pedagogy fosters a classroom community 

instead of a competitive individualistic model.  Creating this atmosphere in a classroom 

motivates students to support others, and support the classroom.  How culturally relevant 

pedagogy relates to place-based learning is to follow. 

Place-based learning involves community, learning in one’s backyard, schoolyard, and 

communal areas.  Culturally Relevant Pedagogy promotes linking home/community to school.  

Linking home to school or school to home leads to multiple advantages such as students feel 

connected to their own learning.  Just as important, students learn to be proud of their own 

culture, which leads to the next theory to be presented in this literature review.  To be able to 

achieve a deeper knowledge of a student’s background, an educator should invest in tapping into 

that student’s funds of knowledge. Funds of knowledge is a concrete way to collect information 

from families and communities to bring back to the classroom to better support a culturally 

relevant pedagogy and constructivist learning environment. 
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Funds of Knowledge 

 Adopting a classroom philosophy of every student being able to contribute something of 

value is imperative for students to buy-in to their own education.  Funds of knowledge supports 

teachers to be able to create this classroom community.  The idea of funds of knowledge is based 

on the foundation that everyone has something to offer (González, Moll, and Amanti, 2009).  All 

people have valuable background knowledge that enables them to be more than proficient in life.  

There are many ways a teacher can collect these funds of knowledge.  Interviewing families in 

their own homes is one such way (González, Moll, and Amanti, 2009).  This should be done very 

informally in the beginning, building trust would be first on the agenda.  Another method 

mentioned would be collecting these precious bits of information through surveying families and 

community members, of course in their native language (González, Moll, and Amanti, 

2009).   Research into this practice is found in the next paragraph.    

 An investigation into the effectiveness of utilizing funds of knowledge by Monzo and 

Rueda (2003), was an extended case study where the participant of the study was a Latino 

paraeducator.  This research was born from a larger case study of 32 Latino paraeducators.  The 

information was collected and turned into a narrative.  The paraeducator, arrived in the United 

States at the age of nine from Mexico.  This person was chosen from the larger study because 

during the interview process, it was noted that she claimed to feel an ethnic and linguistic 

minority (Monzo and Rueda, 2003). The paraeducator felt this would bias her results. It should 

be mentioned that the paraeducator had been practicing for six years.  She was observed teaching 

nine times in four different classes, with eleven activities.  A life narrative was recorded as part 

of this research study.  This was collected a year after the larger study.  While results from the 
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narrative was not conclusive that this paraeducator specifically outlined, it was noted in the 

discussion that her defined experiences could be very valuable in the classroom.   

Funds of Knowledge, Culturally Relevant Pedagogy, and Constructivism are all theories and 

practices that are embedded in place-based education.  By connecting a student’s personal life to 

learning in school, authentic and relevant growth takes place. The next section brings all of this 

together in an in-depth look at place-based education, the main focus of this curriculum project. 

Place-Based Theory and Practice  

 Most educators have the mission of developing growth and preparing students to enter 

society as productive citizens.  The importance of this is the sustainability of civilization.  This 

section focuses on the theory and practice of place-based education Effectiveness of place-based 

education, and more specifically place-based Science will be outlined after this section in support 

of this theory and practice.   

 Education.   

To begin, place-based education has many intertwining definitions and schools of thought 

regarding theory and practice. The perspective of Semken and Brandt (2010) is within this time 

of economic globalization and cultural homogenization, place-based education and forming that 

for students is more important than ever.  Absence of place removes students from self-identity 

and over-all well-being (Semken & Brandt, 2010).  Semken and Brandt (2010), state this lack of 

place within education is established for economic or political purposes.  This eliminates the 

native subject causing a lack or total removal of local environmental processes. The outcome, a 

populous unable to sustain and thrive within that environment.   This adds another layer to the 
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benefits of place-based education.  Another aspect to place-based education is offered in the next 

paragraph, a glance into the continuum of place. 

Nespor (2008) explains the deeper meaning of place, and the narrow to broad 

connections. Though our place is intimate and personal, there are ties to the bigger, global place 

as well.  Nespor (2008) gives examples such as the music playing on her computer created over 

the internet originating from New Jersey, her computer manufactured in a far-away place, and 

the clothes she wears made in yet another place. These notions all concluding that all places are 

in connection, “ongoing accomplishments produced through transactions and relations that cross 

their borders”, (Nespor, 2008).  Making this connection, narrow to broad, in reference to place-

based theory and practice fits well in a global outlook.  Establishing a broader definition of place 

is continued in the next paragraph. 

Gruenewald’s (2003) reminds us about the relatedness to place outside of education and 

that learning outside the classroom walls, including community, is an intricate part of learning.  

Making a school/community connection is part of his version of place-based learning.  Increased 

involvement between class and community benefits both parties.  Gruenewald (2003) addresses 

the effects of a lack of community attachment due to the parameters of state standards in the next 

paragraph. 

Teaching to the standards has become a task that has reformed modern classrooms 

(Gruenewald, 2003).  These stand-alone skills are what has been driving students and teachers.  

In a following section about the framework this will be addressed in a deeper fashion.  A 

paradigm to step away from the state-mandated standards, and return to practical, authentic 

learning is making a return, with the concept of place at the fore front (Gruenewald, 2003).  The 

following section is a narrower view specific to the discourse of Science. 
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Science.   

 When defining theory and practice to place-based Science, there are also many differing 

opinions, however, all definitions have the common idea of relating a sense of place within the 

learning process (Semken and Butler Freeman, 2008).  This sense of place is the idea that people 

develop strong emotional attachments to their own world.    Science is a discourse that plays well 

for this type of learning because it can be directly related to a specific place (Semken & Butler 

Freeman, 2008).  Place-based Science teaching hones in on a local/regional niche and creates a 

relevancy (Semken & Butler Freeman, 2008).  Making personal connections can lead to an 

increase in student engagement.  Student engagement can foster intrinsic motivation. When that 

occurs, increased content knowledge ensues.  Following is another author’s perspective on place-

based Science relating to outdoor learning being a long-time practice that works well with 

Science discourse. 

 The importance of spending time in nature for a child’s development is investigated by 

Mannion (2008).  Mannion states this to be especially true for children in industrialized 

countries, stating too often there are not enough opportunities for learning outside of the 

classroom walls (Mannion, 2008).  Traditionally, outdoor learning which has a strong connection 

to place-based education is practiced in environmental education in many cultural contexts. It is 

practiced as nature education or conservation education.  The significance of this parallels the 

above findings of theory and practice. 

 When one thinks of the discourse of Science, what typically comes to mind is the act of 

doing.  Science is an action, it can be an essential question that drives instruction, and a need to 

want to know more.  This does not just refer to the Environmental, Earth, and Biology topics, in 

Science, chemistry and physics could be included as well.  The next section offers support in 
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reference to the effectiveness of place-based education in regards to student engagement, 

academic achievement, and language acquisition for ELLs. 

Effectiveness of Place-Based Education 

In the general setting, there is much research supporting place-based interventions to 

increase engagement and/or content knowledge.  Place-based interventions are an instructional 

method of inserting students in the community where they reside, including the culture, 

environment, and over-all landscape.  This section aims to look at all aspects regarding growth 

with English language learners (ELLs) in both domains of content and acquisition in regards to 

place-based interventions.  This first subsection provides a look into student engagement.  

Student engagement is grabbing the student’s attention toward what the educator is conveying.  

This is vital because in order for new knowledge to be obtained, the student must be able to 

receive it.  Making connections to the student’s personal life, community, and/or interests are 

some of the methods used.   

Student engagement.  It is not often argued that engagement is the first step in 

implementation of most learning scenarios.  “Engagement includes both behavioral and 

emotional activities accompanied by positive emotional tone” (Skinner, 1993, pg. 2).  Best 

practices in effective learning most typically includes engagement of the learners.  When 

students are engaged they are attending to the lesson or activity.  They are invested in their own 

growth of knowledge, and an intrinsic drive to want to know more is present. This should not be 

an oversight when teaching English Language Learners.  Connecting students’ personal lives to 

content based curriculum is one of the ways this can be achieved through place-based learning.  

Brkich’s (2014) approach, comparing formal Earth Science, and how engagement is effected 

when learning is related to the students’ own personal experiences is one such 
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example.  Brkich’s participants are six urban sixth graders.  He uses interviewing to collect data 

on engagement.  Findings revealed that when learning included connections to the students’ 

personal lives/communities there was increased engagement.  This is strong evidence for place-

based learning.  There is more supporting evidence in the next paragraph. 

González‐Howard and McNeill (2016) explored circumstances within a classroom, 

focusing on Ell’s engagement, and the specific science discourse of argumentation.  This case 

study consisted of both teacher and student interviews, video of the six lessons, and is qualitative 

in nature.  When placed in small groups, such as pairs, and supported by translanguaging, 

utilizing both home and target language as a linguistic resource (Celic and Seltzer, 2013), student 

engagement in argumentation was raised.  Not mentioned in the discussion, was the engagement 

raised because of the grouping, the student being able to utilize their full language repertoire, or a 

combination of both. All of these strategies combined to make a successful learning atmosphere 

for ELLs.  The next section focuses on student engagement in relation to community service 

learning/service learning. 

Community service learning/service learning.  Community Learning, or Community 

Service Learning is much like place-based learning in that they both involve learning in the 

student’s own community.  Crossman & Kite (2007), look at ESL students’ reflections on 

collaborative community service learning.  The purpose of this qualitative study was to analyze 

MBA candidates’ perceptions of Community Service Learning through guided reflective 

questions.  The data was collected from both ESL and native speakers of English over a five-year 

period containing 326 reflective reports.  These responses were required in one professor's 

strategic communication course of all MBA candidates.  Over 80% of the responses were by 

international students, of those students, 60% were ESL learners.   The findings suggested 
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students’ concerns and perceived value of collaboration, co-authoring, and CSL were often 

parallel to those of the native speakers of English in the study.  While this study did not show 

significant support to increased student engagement for ELLs, it did show support that paralleled 

native speakers.  This connection can be related to other studies successful to both native and 

non-native speakers throughout this literature review.  Another study involving service learning 

is to come. 

An interesting study by Askildson, Kelly, and Mick (2013) studied service learning, 

which is closely related to place-based learning.  The purpose of this study focused on results of 

a language immersion program that had a goal to develop multiple literacies in academic English 

through service learning and community engagement.  The participants included thirty-nine 

international students from twelve developing countries.  The students participated in an eight-

week curriculum which included English language study and service-learning.  The results 

revealed significant advancements in both language acquisition and intercultural 

awareness.   Another way to look at student engagement through self or intercultural awareness.  

An added bonus being the increase in language acquisition.  Service Learning is the next study, 

which peers into how this strategy can increase a personal sense of empowerment.  

Perren, Grove, & Thornton (2013) described three separate service-learning projects in 

three different ESL programs in the United States, and how service-learning community projects 

can promote a sense of empowerment in ESL students.  All three service-learning projects 

demonstrated that community engagement does foster a sense of empowerment in ESL students 

by making them feel part of their community.  This author feels by developing this, a student is 

engaged and ready to receive content knowledge. The next section investigates studies that 

measure an increase in academic achievement. 
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Academic achievement.  Producing citizens who are ready to be a productive part of 

society is the aim of most educators, and increasing knowledge to achieve this is the aim.  

Academic achievement is the growth needed.  When students obtain authentic wisdom about 

their place in the world, they can contribute to the sustainability of that community. The result of 

increased academic achievement is the support needed to accomplish this, and the following 

paragraphs will reveal the best practices of place-based learning in reference to this with ELLs.  

Buxton (2010) assessed the degree to which learning tasks designed to be transformative 

to students’ understandings about their place in the world would increase science 

knowledge.  Pre- and post-interviews of 23 middle school students revealed increased content 

knowledge.  This quantitative study showed solid proof of an increase in the main objective.  

Another study, qualitative in nature, involving academic achievement is found in the following 

paragraph. 

Even more support of increased content-knowledge with place-based learning was found 

in a study conducted by Endreny’s (2010).  The purpose of this study was to determine the 

science conceptions of 33 urban 5th grade students during a place-based inquiry of 

watersheds.  The methodology was qualitative in nature, using concept maps, notebooks, and 

interviews.  Findings provided evidence that place-based learning does support content 

knowledge in science learning.  This study was specific to science discourse which is a great 

support to the curriculum project I will propose.  Further findings in this area are in the next 

paragraph. 

Continued support by Branum-Martin, Cardenas-Hagan, and Francis (2009), looks at 

both ELLs and English proficient students.  Eight hundred and ninety (890) students were in the 

sample, 562 ELLs and 328 English proficient.  These students were comprised from twenty, 
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sixth grade science classes taught by ten teachers.  The sample of students was from a large 

district in the Rio Grande Valley of Texas which was high in poverty, and a high percentage of 

Latino English-language learners. The purpose of the study was to test the effectiveness of an 

intervention, Quality Science and English Teaching (QuEST).  “An overriding principle in our 

research was that successful interventions must be effective for ELLs but must not disadvantage 

English-proficient students because English-proficient students and ELLs are most often together 

in the same classrooms in the middle grades” (Branum-Martin, Cardenas-Hagan, & Francis, 

2009).  With that outlined, the intervention contained five parameters:  alignment with National 

Science standards, inquiry-based learning, attended to the language and literacy development of 

students in the context of science, used both the students’ first languages and interaction patterns 

for facilitating instruction, and supported teachers with professional development.  This 

curriculum was designed to improve both science knowledge and language proficiency of both 

groups.  Findings from the assessments revealed positive gains for both groups in both 

areas.  Examining the effectiveness of a curriculum or specific intervention by collecting 

numerical data through assessment is a strong support or measure towards assisting ELLs in 

positive gains in both content knowledge and language acquisition.  The next paragraph is a 

recent study that encompasses both science learning and place-based kits. 

The most recent support found was a study that measures achievement in relation to a 

practice by Amaral, Garrison, and Klentschy (2013).  Instead of an intervention, Amaral et al. 

(2013) studied the impact of an inquiry, kit-based science program for ELLs.  Unlike Branum-

Martin et al. (2009) who included both ELLs and non-ELLs, Amaral et al. (2013) looks only at 

ELLs.  The sample used was students who had been enrolled in the El Centro School District for 

the previous four years, attendance was not a factor.  The study population was comprised of 615 
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fourth grade and 635 sixth grade students in sixth grade.  The students were split into groups 

based on what year they were in the program using the inquiry, kit-based science 

program.  Findings revealed there was a positive correlation between the number of years a 

student participated in the project, and higher scores in science, writing, reading, and 

mathematics.  Although the some of the previous studies included additional data on language 

acquisition, the following section contains more specific data to both academic achievement and 

language achievement.  

Academic achievement and language acquisition.  A measurement to look at involving 

best practices with ELLs would be increased content knowledge with simultaneous language 

acquisition.  Language and content knowledge acquisition which happens at the same time, 

would be preferred by both learner and educator.  The next two studies measured both content 

and language acquisition gains.  The first study utilized teachers’ interviews to measure 

achievement in both content/conceptual knowledge and language acquisition.  The conclusions 

drawn by Stoddart, Pinal, Latzke, & Canaday (2002) supported growth in both domains.  The 

next study (August, Lee, Cardenas-Hagan, and Francis, 2009), was more quantitative in nature, 

and pre and post-test were given to both the students with and without the intervention.   

Stoddart, Pinal, Latzke, & Canaday (2002) conducted a study to support the idea that 

integration of inquiry science and language acquisition enhances learning in both 

domains.  Place-based science curriculum was developed and implemented to measure the 

increased content knowledge, and language acquisition.  Teacher interviews were collected from 

twelve participants using a coding/rubric method.  There was strong support that this method of 

teaching determined a positive correlation in both domains of increased content knowledge and 

language acquisition. 
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August, Lee, Cardenas-Hagan, and Francis (2009) included ten sixth-grade science 

teachers in five middle schools in south Texas.  The participants in the study were 890 students 

(562 ELLs and 328 English proficient students).  The purpose of the study was to look at the 

effectiveness of an intervention designed to develop both science knowledge and academic 

language.  Findings indicated that posttest differences favoring the treatment group were 

significantly higher in both areas.  The next section will delve into the past and current curricular 

reform initiatives. 

Current Curricular Reform Initiatives 

 When the Federal government passed the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 standards, 

testing, and accountability became the focus in education (Gruenewald, 2003).  This has added 

complete compliance to generic, uniformity which continues to test the worth and place of place-

based education within the classroom.  In order to be compliant, teachers must teach to the test, 

and administrators must hold them accountable.  The art of teaching has been pushed aside in 

many classrooms with added pressures to teach to the assessments which are based around the 

standards.  This section outlines the current curriculum reform that leads to the framework of this 

project, NYSSLS.  The first paragraph gives an overview of the Common Core State Standards 

which have been adopted/adapted in twenty-six of the states in America. 
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Common Core State Standards. 

 The following paragraph offers an insight into the background of the Common Core State 

Standards were founded.  Standards are not a new development.  Since the early 1990s some 

states had initiated standards, and by the 2000s, all states had them enacted (About the Standards, 

n.d.).  Individual states also outlined proficiency levels, where a student should be academically 

per grade levels (About the Standards, n.d.).  In 2009 state leaders, which included governors and 

state commissioners of education from 48 states, two territories and the District of Columbia, 

began the process of developing the Common Core State Standards (About the Standards, n.d.).  

This initiative began to safeguard that all students throughout the United States would leave high 

school ready for college, career, and life, regardless of where they lived.  The next paragraph 

reveals the process into how the standards were developed. 

 The official website of the Common Core Learning Standards enlightens on the process 

of how the standards were developed.  The standards were split into two sections, college- and 

career-readiness standards, and K-12 standards.  The college- and career-readiness standards 

outline what a student should know upon graduation.  The K-12 standards focus on expectancies 

of elementary school through high school.  The next step taken was the incorporation of the 

college- and career-readiness standards into the K-12 standards, which ended in the creation of 

the Common Core Learning Standards.  The website claims that teachers were a vital part in the 

entire process (About the Standards, n.d.).  The next paragraph examines the issue of how the 

standards were adopted. 

 The website (About the Standards, n.d.), posits that states voluntarily adopted these 

standards.  Today, 42 states, the District of Columbia, four territories, and the Department of 

Defense Education Activity, adhere to the standards.  This researcher questions the validity of 
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the claim that they voluntarily adopted them.  Financial incentives through the No Child Left 

Behind Act, left states struggling with funding little to no option.  In an assessment driven realm, 

teachers were now tied to accountability in English language arts and Mathematics.  Little time 

available for the discourse of Science.  A Framework for K-12 Science Education:  Practice, 

Cross-Cutting Concepts, and Core Ideas, was developed in an assessment driven educational 

society in order to bring Science back into the classroom.  A complete background of this 

document is to follow. 

A Framework for K-12 Science Education:  Practice, Cross-Cutting Concepts, and Core 

Ideas.  

 It has been fore mentioned of the STEM fields are growing, not only in the United States, 

but globally.  These fields are expanding not only from the advancements in technology and the 

rise in engineering, but also for the need to support humanity in the current and future endeavors 

that will be crucial to sustainability.  With this call, the Committee on a Conceptual Framework 

began research to address the deficit in the classrooms in Science, and develop an innovative 

way to K-12 Science in the classroom (Standards, Committee on Conceptual Framework for the 

New K-12 Science Education, & Council, N. R., 1900).  The document created is called, A 

Framework for K-12 Science Education:  Practice, Cross-Cutting Concepts, and Core Ideas 

(Framework), was developed.  Up next will be an in-depth look into the development of the 

Framework. 

 The document addresses the need to create the framework in an effort to change current 

trends regarding Science education in the United States (Standards, Committee on Conceptual 

Framework for the New K-12 Science Education, & Council, N. R.,1900).  The creators of the 

framework state that current Science education has not been successful because the organization 

is not across grades throughout, it lacks substance, and vital engagement.  The main goal of the 
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framework was to develop a set of expectations for all students.  These objectives were to make 

certain that all high school graduates would have some level of  gratefulness of the magnificent 

world of science, own proficient knowledge of science and engineering to be capable of voicing 

their stance on important issues, aware of the scientific and technological information related to 

their personal lives, an intrinsic motivation to continue learning about important issues, and have 

the ability to enter into a career of their liking, including but not solely obligated to those fields 

in Science, Engineering, and Technology (Standards, Committee on Conceptual Framework for 

the New K-12 Science Education, & Council, N. R. 1900).  The next section is a look into the 

outline and content of the Framework. 

 The framework was developed using research on teaching and learning Science.  This 

deep analysis was an approximately twenty-year endeavor (Standards, Committee on Conceptual 

Framework for the New K-12 Science Education, & Council, N. R., 1900).  The analysis 

revealed that K-12 Science and Engineering practice should concentrate on disciplinary core 

ideas and crosscutting concepts (Standards, Committee on Conceptual Framework for the New 

K-12 Science Education, & Council, N. R., 1900).  These core ideas would be spiraled 

throughout schooling, and further expanded for a synthesized and evolving understanding.  

These core ideas would be housed within three dimensions.  The dimensions are Scientific and 

Engineering practices, Crosscutting concepts that unify the study of Science and Engineering 

through their common application across fields, and core ideas in four disciplinary areas:  

physical sciences; life sciences; earth and space sciences; and engineering, technology, and 

applications of science (Standards, Committee on Conceptual Framework for the New K-12 

Science Education, & Council, N. R.,1900). See Table 1. 
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Table 1 

Three Dimensions of the Science Framework 

Scientific and 

Engineering Practices 

Crosscutting Concepts Disciplinary Core Ideas 

1. Asking questions 

(for science) and 

defining 

problems (for 

engineering) 

2. Developing and 

using models  

3. Planning and 

carrying out 

investigations 

4. Analyzing and 

interpreting data 

5. Using 

mathematics and 

computational 

thinking 

6. Constructing 

explanations (for 

science) and 

designing 

solutions (for 

engineering) 

1. Patterns, 

similarity, and 

diversity 

2. Cause and 

effect:  

Mechanisms 

and 

explanation 

3. Scale, 

proportion, and 

quantity 

4. Systems and 

system models 

5. Energy and 

matter:  Flows, 

cycles, and 

conservation 

6. Structure and 

function 

7. Stability and 

change 

Physical Sciences 

PS1: Matter and its interactions 

PS2: Motion and stability:  Forces and 

Interactions 

PS3: Energy 

PS4: Waves and their applications in 

technologies for information transfer 

Life Sciences 

LS1: From molecules to organisms: 

Structures and processes 

LS2: Ecosystems: Interactions, energy, 

and dynamics 

LS3: heredity: Inheritance and variation of 

traits 

LS4: Biological evolution Unity and 

diversity 

Earth and Space Sciences 

ESS1: Earth’s place in the Universe 

ESS2: Erath’s systems 

ESS3: Earth and human activity 

Engineering, Technology, and the 

Applications of Science 

ETS1: Engineering design  

ETS2: Links among engineering, 

technology, science, and society 

 

This framework is the document from which the Next Generation Science Standards 

(NGSS) were born.  The history of NGSS has been mentioned through this past section of the 

framework. Because of this, the next section will explain briefly the development process, and 

three dimensional learning.  This will be followed by some support from other researchers in the 

realm of the NGSS and ELLs. 
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Next Generation Science Standards 

 The importance of students to be college and career ready, and have a broader skill set in 

reference to Science, Technology, and Engineering practice is required to be capable of filling 

the growing gap of skilled workers in these arenas.  The National Research Council (NRC), the 

National Science Teachers Association, the American Association for the Advancement of 

Science, and Achieve did this in two steps (NGSS Lead States, 2017).  The first step was the 

development of the Framework for K-12 Science Education, and then, led by Achieve, states 

developed from the Framework, K-12 Science standards.  The process began in the summer of 

2011 and was released and ready for Adoption in April of 2013 (NGSS Lead States, 2017).  The 

three dimensional learning of which the standards fit into is disclosed in the next paragraph. 

 Three dimensional learning is NRC’s vision of what Science should represent (NGSS 

Lead State, 2017) in K-12 education.  This 3-D lens includes practices, core ideas, and 

crosscutting concepts.  This is how each performance expectation or standard is organized.  

Practice is the “doing” part of the instruction.  This is described as the investigation, the inquiry, 

and/or the essential question (NGSS Lead States, 2017).  Crosscutting concepts links the 

different aspects of Science, which include:  patterns, cause and effect, scale/proportion/quantity, 

systems/system models, energy and matter, structure and function, stability and change (NGSS 

Lead States, 2017).  The disciplinary core ideas must meet two of the four criteria:  broad 

importance or key organizing concept, key tool for understanding or investigating, relevancy to 

societal or personal concerns, and be able to be spiraled throughout K-12 grades (NGSS Lead 

States, 2017).  These disciplinary core ideas are broken into four of the Science disciplines:  

physical science, life science, earth and space science, and engineering, technology, and 
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applications of science (NGSS Lead States, 2017).  This would be the content knowledge of the 

standards.  The following paragraph is research involving the NGSS and ELLs. 

          A closer look at implications of the NGSS in relation to ELLs is offered by Lee, Quinn, & 

Valdéz (2013).  Their research gives an overview of the Framework, provides support on 

language in Science education, evaluation on second language acquisition and pedagogy, and 

relates Science learning a language through the teaching in a Science classroom.  Lee, Quinn, 

and Valdéz (2013) first posit that traditional language learning focusing on language structure 

should be redefined.  Instead, stating language learning should be obtained through 

communication and gaining new knowledge (Lee, Quinn, & Valdéz, 2013).  By relating Science 

practices to scientific sense-making and language use, Lee, Quinn, & Valdéz, 2013 show support 

for the NGSS to bring positive language acquisition for ELLs.  One example they provide would 

be the Science practice of engaging in argument from evidence to the language use of receptive 

and productive language functions.  Another study investigates a parallel framework and ELLs in 

reference to teacher development (professional development).   

          In this paragraph there will be an investigation into an integrated model of Science, 

language, and literacy in reference to teacher development utilizing Secondary Science Teaching 

with English Language and Literacy Acquisition (SSTELLA) (Tolbert, Stoddart, Lyon, & Solis, 

J. 2014).  Tolbert, Stoddart, Lyon, and Solis (2014) preface with the fact that the ineffective sink 

or swim approach should be replaced with content-based instruction.  The study addressed a 

need for an increase in Science teacher preparedness for teachers of ELLs.  Upon integration of 

the SSTELLA intervention into secondary teacher preparation via a Science methods course, and 

continued support through coaching.  The next steps would be a quasi-experimental longitudinal 

study to measure the impacts for students.  The next section is of high relevancy to the project.   
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The previous sections on the framework and then NGSS, led to the adaption of NYSSLS.  This 

will reshape Science Education K-12 in New York State, and this is the framework this 

researcher used to develop the project. 

New York State Science Learning Standards  

          Educators across New York State have been anxiously awaiting the release of NYSSLS, 

an endeavor that began over eight years ago.  It has been established that the CCLS, which 

focuses only on ELA and Mathematics, has consumed precious classroom time.  Many think that 

at times, focusing in Math and ELA so much has completely omitted the discourse of Science 

instruction.  Strong support has been established throughout this literature review of the 

importance of granting students the opportunity to fill the growing careers in Science, 

Technology, and Engineering.  Through NYSSLS’s three dimensional lens, this would be 

possible.  A direct adaptation from the NGSS, which was created from the document, A 

Framework for K-12 Science Education:  Practice, Cross-Cutting Concepts, and Core Ideas, 

NYSSLS will provide students with the skills necessary to become career and/or college ready 

upon graduation.  The following paragraph will describe the development and timeline of the 

NYSSLS. 

 NYSSLS began as the draft for New York State P-12 Learning Standards, and was 

officially adopted by The Board of Regents at the December 2016 meeting, effective date, July 1, 

2017 (NYSED, 2016).   Between the present time, and effective date, a timeline of initiatives 

was established for proposed next steps, including the creation of a NY State Comprehensive 

Science Standards Implementation Plan.  This plan has three foci:  Phase I- Initial Transition-

Raise awareness and Capacity Building, Phase II- Transition and Implementation, and Phase III- 

Implementation and Sustainability (NYSED, 2016).  NYSED program staff and participants will 
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work together with a concentration on goals, objectives, and activities of the Statewide Strategic 

Plan for Science (NYSED, 2016).  This is comprised of six components:  Standards, Curriculum 

and Instruction, Professional Development to Enhance Instruction, Materials and Resource 

Support, and Administrative and Community Support (NYSED, 2016). The next paragraph will 

show the timeline for a gradual implementation. 

 The implementation of the standards, unlike the method NYSED chose with the CCLS, 

will be a strategic roll out.  The first cohort being pre-kindergarten that will take the shifted 

Science assessment from fourth to fifth grade.  This shift in assessment is due to the grade bands 

in NYSSLS.  The bands work pre-kindergarten to second grade, third to fifth grade, sixth to 

eighth grade (middle school), and ninth to twelfth (high school).   

 There was not an adoption of the standards from NGSS to NYSSLS, it was an adaption.  

The major change was the addition of pre-kindergarten into the NYSSLS.  With universal pre-

kindergarten throughout New York State, this was a necessary add-on.  The other adaptation 

made was wordage changes in the physical sciences at the high school level.  There were also 

minor changes made during the adaption which allows for cross-over in resources regarding 

NGSS and NYSSLS.   
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Methodology 

Purpose 

 The purpose of this curriculum project is to introduce ENL teachers to new science 

content standards and explore English and home language use in a science environment. The 

content and language used to access science is examined through a place-based perspective. As a 

product, this curriculum product will produce a professional development module using Google 

Classroom. 

Step One:  Author Background/Author Relevance 

 The researcher chose the topic of ENL teacher professional development in the area of 

science content standards and an exploration of English and home language use in a science 

environment through a place-based perspective because of the upcoming accountability.  The 

New York State Education Department (NYSED) recently introduced the New York State 

Science Learning Standards (NYSSLS), which will be rolled into classroom July 2017.  These 

standards were an adaptation of the Next Generation Science Standards, an initiative to align 

science standards throughout the United States.  With much emphasis in all classrooms of 

English language arts and Mathematics due to the adoption of the Common Core Learning 

Standards (CCLS) in New York State, traditional Science learning in the classroom has gone to 

the wayside.  Accountability has been emphasized on the CCLS which are ELA and Math.  ENL 

teachers will require support in the form of a complete dissection of these standards, and how to 

implement best practices in regards to this. 

 The researcher’s secondary education began with an Associate of Science degree in 

Adolescent Education-Biology at Jamestown Community College.  A switch to Childhood 
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Education Inclusive with a concentration in Biology came upon enrollment and eventual 

completion at SUNY Fredonia, resulting in a baccalaureate degree.  The researcher is currently a 

graduate student at SUNY Fredonia, in the teaching English to speakers of other languages 

(TESOL) program.  A teacher of special education for seventh through twelfth graders in a rural 

alternative education school is the researcher’s current position. Most of her services are 

conducted in a Science classroom.   

Step Two:  Choose a Topic 

 A combination of a strong background in Science and the researcher’s current interest in 

providing appropriate instruction for ELLs as part of the graduate program in TESOL led to the 

chosen topic.  The researcher has always been interested in best practices in the Science 

classroom.  The researcher is a strong believer in place-based interventions because of the 

personal research done in the classroom, which supported both increased engagement and 

academic achievement.   

The first part of the topic, ELLs, was chosen when the researcher was about half way 

through her graduate program.  It became a drive to unveil theories and practices which worked 

best for ELLs and their personal pursuit of acquisition of a new language.  The researcher’s 

timing worked out well with NYSED introducing the NYSSLS. Now, with the adoption of 

NYSSLS, administrators will be accountable for supporting teachers in their classroom to be able 

to do Science.  This discourse needs support in order to fill the growing job market in the 

Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics fields. 
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Step Three:  Conduct Literature Review 

 The following is the approach used to research my question.  Searching the ERIC 

database, the terms “english language learner” and “place-based science” was the first 

step.  Then, an advanced search to include peer reviewed articles, limited time frame to ten years, 

and only did publications from numerical/quantitative data, evaluative and research reports.  This 

first search yielded zero results.  An expanded search by including, “english language learners or 

ell or esl”, and “place based intervention or community learning” was next, this yielded twenty-

one, five was used.  Next, a search utilizing the database PsychInfo, this yielded twenty-eight 

results, which two was chosen.  Next step was to just research the effectiveness of place based 

science interventions in any educational setting on both Eric and PsychInfo databases using the 

same advanced search parameters.  PsychInfo search had 579 which four was relevant, and Eric 

search resulted in 274 of which two articles was chosen.  Google Scholar was the next mode for 

collection. English Language Learners and Place Based Learning was the terms chosen.  Google 

Scholar does not list the amount of articles found, but seven articles were scored.  Only articles 

from Google Scholar that linked back to SUNY Fredonia’s Reed Library was selected to assure 

free access. 

 The literature review began with an in-depth look at theory and practice from which 

place-based education originated.  The researcher broke it down into the following sections:  

Constructivism, Culturally Relevant Pedagogy, and Funds of Knowledge.  This led to the next 

topic, Place-Based Theory and Practice, which had the sub-topics of Education and even more 

specific Science.  For the researcher, the next logical step in supporting the topic was 

Effectiveness of Place-Based Education with a breakdown of subtopics including Student 

Engagement and Academic Achievement.  It was important to the researcher to investigate the 
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following topic, Current Curricular Reform Initiatives to enlighten the audience on why Science 

has not been a regular part of education.  The last topic, New York State Science Learning 

Standards, was the framework chosen for the project.  An overview of its origination, and an 

investigation into how it is intended to support science learning is imperative to proving why this 

project is of value. It was a challenge to bring together best and relevant theories and pedagogies 

for ELLs with place based science because these connections are not commonly made in other 

people’s work. This makes for a unique literature review.  

Step Four:  Formulate Definitive Problem and Purpose 

 The researcher revised and re-articulated place-based science interventions and ELLs.  

The next step was to find a need regarding these two topics.  With the adoption of the NYSSLS, 

the problem of teacher development arose.  How best to address the problem was the next step in 

developing the purpose.   

Problem 

 The problem this curriculum project addresses is the lack of support and exposure ENL 

teachers have to the New York State Science Learning Standards and place-based interventions 

that accompany these standards.  

Purpose 

 The purpose of this curriculum project is to design a professional development module 

that introduces ENL teachers to new science content standards and explore English and home 

language use in a science environment. The content and language used to access science is 

examined through a place-based perspective.  This will give ENL teachers professional 

development in the content area of Science.  With the new Science standards NYSSLS, that 
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NYSED has issued, and will roll out July 2017.  The focus of instruction in public schools has 

been ELA and Mathematics, learning how the standards are organized, defining the terminology, 

and providing strategies to implement is the goal.  The implementation of instruction is through a 

place-based perspective which will be defined in the module, and explicit instruction given to be 

able to practice in the classroom. 

 The researcher also always kept in mind the secondary purposes of this project which 

was, increasing teacher buy-in for place based science.  The intention was not to increase this 

buy-in from the teachers with the motivation of scoring well on assessments for their students, 

but to be excited to educate because they see the value.   

Step Five:  Pick a Framework  

 From the beginning of the project, the researcher picked the NYSSLS to use as the 

framework because this was the need in reference to the standards being a new adoption by 

NYSED.  The whole project originated from this need.  The framework for this project, 

NYSSLS, was adapted from the Next Generation Science Standards which was created from the 

document A Framework of K-12 Science Education: Practices, Cross-Cutting Concepts, Core 

Ideas.  The product, NYSSLS, includes what is called a 3-d lens, referring to the breakdown of 

the cross-cutting concepts, core ideas, and practices. This innovative way of looking at Science 

was born from the need to produce students that were ready to enter the work force.  This work 

force has a deficiency of people ready to embark in the STEM related careers.  NYSSLS would 

combat this growing issue of unfilled jobs by preparing students for these fields.  
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Step Six: Decide the delivery method of the module 

 The researcher first investigated related projects that offered a module or workshop.  This 

research was done using prior publicly available theses from EDU 660/690. A project similar in 

goal, professional development, utilized openlearning.com as a format.  After researching the 

website, the researcher continued searching, determining further investigation was required.  The 

researcher currently teaches, and several colleagues utilize Google Classroom.  An informal 

discussion with the high school Social Studies teacher revealed it was very user friendly.  It 

fulfilled the parameters of the researchers needs:  module format, hyperlinks easily inserted, 

videos/pictures could be embedded, and an assessment pieces.   

The researcher needed to verify personal that this mode of delivery would work to achieve all 

objectives.  After a personal investigation of Google Classroom, the researcher decided this 

would be a match for the intended module.  It was confirmed that the site was user-friendly, and 

would fulfil all of the parameters set by the researcher.  Most importantly, this delivery method 

would be considerate of an educator’s precious time.  It will also be designed as a resource for 

educators to use in preparation of their own delivery. 

Step Seven: Format of Module 

  Utilizing Google Classroom, the module will be divided into five sections or units, 

including an introduction, an overview of origination of NYSSLS, how NYSSLS works to 

bundle the standards with examples, addressing the needs of ELLs, and resources available 

through NGSS.  Each part will include an assessment piece that will check for understanding.  

There will also be a page of resources that the educator can refer to.  This will support the 

teacher in the classroom, and build a “tool box”. 
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Step Eight: Creating a module 

 The researcher first had to become familiar with how to format within the Google 

Classroom.  This was a process that was aided with direction by a colleague where the researcher 

is currently teaching.  A thorough investigation of the Google Classroom that the colleague had 

established provided an informal training.   

 On-line tutorials offered by Google was the next step in building the module.  It was vital 

in formatting the separate sections.  The tutorials were found in video, written, and a 

combination of both.  The researcher was then confident in establishing the Google Classroom. 

The researcher began the process of creating a template for which to insert information, and 

embed links within the module.  Once the outline or template was complete, the researcher began 

to organize the content.  This process was broken into cumulating and sequencing the data.  

Simultaneously, the researcher invited Dr. Mahoney, the instructor for the thesis project, to 

critique the virtual classroom while it was being created.  Dr. Mahoney offered resources and 

feedback that was invaluable. 

Step Nine:  Describe Intended Audience 

 The intended audience would be any educator teaching English to speakers of other 

languages, but can benefit all educators.  This includes ENL teachers, Bilingual teachers, and any 

teacher that has an ELL in them.  Because teachers will now be accountable to meet Science 

standards at the K-12 level throughout New York State, this project would be appropriate for 

these specialty teachers teaching within this grade range.  There will be sections that would apply 

to a general education teacher as well.  This would include all sections that are not relevant or 
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specific to ELLs.  ENL/Bilingual Teachers that are open minded to a much needed shift in 

Science Education K-12 would benefit greatly from this professional development. 

Step Ten:  Goal of Module 

 There are four goals or objectives for this project.   The first goal is that the educator will 

understand the origination of NYSSLS originated, a history of origination.  Second, they will be 

able to navigate through the 3-d lens of NYSSLS effectively.  Thirdly, the educator will be able 

to differentiate instruction for ELLs.  Lastly, the teacher will be able to use the learning and 

resources to create original lessons/units with place-based interventions.  These three objectives, 

ties into the main goal of providing science learning to ELLs.  An unofficial goal that the 

researcher kept in mind throughout the creation of the module is an increase in excitement for 

teachers in reference to teaching Science, and a decrease in anxiety in taking on this endeavor. 

Step Eleven:  Scope and Sequence 

Table 2 

Google Classroom Scope and Sequence 

Introduction 

1.  Personal introduction: I will introduce myself, project, background, intent, and passion 

for “doing” science, and ELLs.   

2. Official Problem  

3. Official purpose  

4. Outline and Objectives for module  

            Outline 

 Introduction 

 Origination of NYSSLS 

 NYSSLS 

 Needs of ELLs 

 Resources 

            Objectives 

 Understand the origination of NYSSLS 

 Navigate through NYSSLS 

 Address the needs of ELLs 

 Use resources to create Science instruction with place-based interventions 

5. Engagement/Buy-in  
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 Culturally Relevant Pedagogy related to place-based science 

 Building background through Funds of Knowledge 

 “Doing” Science through place-based initiatives 

6. Check for Understanding (multiple choice-4) 

Origination of NYSSL 

1. Introduction to the history of NYSSLS-Rationale  

2. A Framework for K-12 Science Education (this will be explored through a graphic 

representation) 

 Practice 

 Cross-Cutting Concepts 

 Core Ideas 

3.  Next Generation Science Standards (this will be presented in both text and graphic 

design) 

 College and Career Ready:  A broader skill set in reference to STEM 

 3-D Learning 

4.  New York State Science Learning Standards  

5. Check for Understanding (MC-5) 

NYSSLS 

1. Introduction to NYSSLS 

2. Deciphering the Learning Standards  

3. NYSSLS and Place-Based Science  

4. Bundling the Standards 

 How to do bundle  

 Examples 

5.  Check for Understanding (MC-5) 

Addressing the Needs of ELLs 

1. Introduction  

2. Translanguaging Strategies  

3. SIOP model  

4. Science cognates  

5. 5 Levels of Language Learning 

Resources 

1.  Explanation of links and differences from NGSS and NYSSLS  

2. Resources  

 

 

 

 

Step Twelve:  Considerations for Dissemination 
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 The researcher reached out to an administrator that she knew in order to receive feedback 

on what they look for in terms of professional development in order to support.  The most 

important piece this administrator said was that there must be a need for the professional 

development module.  The need is present with the looming accountability in New York State 

with NYSSLS.   

Although the need is present, quality of the curriculum product is also important.  In 

order to have administrator buy-in, the professional development must be supported by research, 

theory, and practice.  A strong literature review to support the rationale of the project must be 

present.  Once the support is evident, another item should be present, delivery.    

Delivery is the mode in which the professional development is presented.  Some 

important facets would be how and time.  How the development is, whether it would be 

delivered via in-person workshop, print, or online module.  An educator’s time is valuable.  With 

the ever increasing demands on teachers, professional development needs to be of quality not 

quantity.  However, within this quality needs to be effectiveness.  Google Classroom was the 

mode of delivery chosen for the flexibility of use being established by the user, and quality was 

able to be kept intact as well. 
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Results 

 The results of this professional development project can be accessed via Google 

Classroom Code:  wsarf73 or by contact the author at dutt4004@fredonia.edu.  A sample 

preview of each section is provided below. 

 

 

 

mailto:dutt4004@fredonia.edu
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Discussion 

Reflection 

 The purpose of this curriculum project was to introduce ELL teachers to new science 

content standards, explore English and home language use in a science environment, and how to 

implement in the classroom. The content and language used to access science was examined 

through a place-based perspective. As a product, this curriculum product produced a professional 

development module using Google Classroom.  This project did meet the expectations of the 

developer by providing the user with the knowledge to implement Science to ELLs. 

 This module was originally designed for teachers of ELLs in any setting or service.  The 

result of this project includes information on the background of the standards, a dissection of the 

standards with explanation, how to implement in the classroom, implications for ELLs, and 

resources to refer back to for future use.  Upon completion, the researcher made a new 

connection that the majority of the module would be useful for all teachers.  Even the 

implications for ELLs including sections in CRP, SIOP Model, and FoK are best practices in any 

classroom to support a community of learners and meet the needs of a diverse population. 

 Upon reflection, the researcher appreciated the whole process of the thesis project.  It was 

truly a culmination of her whole Master’s program.  The learnings from each class was included 

within.  To be able to create something useful from the knowledge gained over the course of the 

program, was the most rewarding part.  At times, the process was very frustrating.  There were 

issues of lost work, formatting details, and other time consuming and monotonous actions.  With 

the support from the researcher’s professor, Dr. Kate Mahoney, the researcher felt secure and 

guided throughout even these times. 
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Challenges 

 There were many challenges  throughout the whole process.  The Master’s Thesis Project 

for the TESOL program at SUNY Fredonia sets high expectations which results in quality 

production.  At the beginning, the project seemed overwhelming.  The researcher trusted the 

process laid before her, and heeded the advice of the professor, taking each step one at a time.   

 Upon completion of the Master’s thesis (the document), one of the final challenges was 

the “loose ends” of formatting.  Following to meet the APA guidelines for items such as 

citations, references, numeration, and page numbering was something the researcher had not 

done before.  This particular challenge was more of a learning challenge for the researcher. 

 Another challenge was facing the researcher’s fears of technology.  Once the researcher 

realized the best mode of delivery for the potential user would be Google Classroom, the 

researcher became concerned if she could actually create this.  The researcher had little exposure 

to the platform, and began with familiarizing herself with how to navigate a co-workers GC.  

With support from co-workers, you-tube videos, and the Google tutorials the researcher started 

to build the GC.  There were many times that the researcher would have to omit complete 

sections, and try again to ensure an organized product.   

 In the end, the biggest challenge was finishing.  The researcher had minor details to 

finish, including the previous section of Results, and this section, Methods. The researcher knew 

the necessary steps to finish, but there was always something else that needed to be done either 

with the researcher’s personal or professional life.  The researcher had to face the fact that she 

was procrastinating.  After this, the researcher concluded why she was procrastinating.  It was 
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not procrastination, but prolonging.  The reason, the researcher did not want this phase of her life 

of higher education to be finished.  Mainly because she had become very passionate about the 

TESOL program and the people she had connected with that were equally vested.  After the 

realization, the researcher tackled the rest of the project.  The rest of the project flowed nicely for 

the researcher, especially since her personal voice could be heard again in the last section of  

Limitations 

 A limitation of this project would be the alignment to the NYSSLS.  This was a big part 

of the need the researcher felt was unmet for teachers of ELLs, exposure to the new Science 

standards.  However, this does seem to limit the population of users.  The researcher feels that 

NYSSLS was adapted from the NGSS, making the content relevant for teachers in states that 

have adopted or adapted from this original document, able to utilize the GC.  Also, the researcher 

feels there is pertinent information for any teacher wanting to create this type of classroom, a 

community where diversity and exploration is the expectation. 

 Another possible limitation would be dissemination.  Though it is established there is a 

growing population of students that would benefit from teachers using these best practices in the 

discourse of Science, finding an outlet could pose a problem.  There are potential avenues the 

researcher will attempt.  These steps will be outlined in the next section.   

Dissemination 

 Although the need is present, quality of the curriculum product is also important.  

In order to have administrator buy-in, the professional development must be supported by 

research, theory, and practice.  A strong literature review to support the rationale of the project 

must be present.  Once the support is evident, another item should be present, delivery.    
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Delivery is the mode in which the professional development is presented.  Some 

important facets would be how and time.  How the development is, whether it would be 

delivered via in-person workshop, print, or online module.  An educator’s time is valuable.  With 

the ever increasing demands on teachers, professional development needs to be of quality not 

quantity.  However, within this quality needs to be effectiveness.  Google Classroom was the 

mode of delivery chosen for the flexibility of use being established by the user, and quality was 

able to be kept intact as well. 

 It was the researcher’s intent to make the GC for public use.  The researcher currently 

works at a state-wide district, Erie 2 Chautauqua Cattaraugus BOCES. Though each BOCES has 

a marked area, the one the researcher is employed at, covers a multi-county area.  The researcher 

hoped to present this to both the department head of curriculum, ESL, and Science with the 

hopes of a large scale dissemination.    

 The researcher also felt offering to teachers through social media outlets, such as Teacher 

Pay Teacher, could be an option.  Pinterest is another mode of social media that was thought of 

by the researcher.  If one teacher finds this to be valuable, the researcher felt “word of mouth” 

would be a mode as well.   
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Implications 

 It was the researcher’s main goal to have the main implication from this project to 

address the problem, by meeting the objectives and goals through the GC.  The problem this 

curriculum project addresses is the lack of support and exposure ENL teachers have to the New 

York State Science Learning Standards and place-based interventions that accompany these 

standards.  

 The purpose of this curriculum project is to design a professional development module 

that introduces ENL teachers to new science content standards and explore English and home 

language use in a science environment. The content and language used to access science is 

examined through a place-based perspective.  This will give ENL teachers professional 

development in the content area of Science.  With the new Science standards NYSSLS, that 

NYSED has issued, and will roll out July 2017.  The focus of instruction in public schools has 

been ELA and Mathematics, learning how the standards are organized, defining the terminology, 

and providing strategies to implement is the goal.  The implementation of instruction is through a 

place-based perspective which will be defined in the module, and explicit instruction given to be 

able to practice in the classroom. 

 The researcher also always kept in mind the secondary purposes of this project which 

was, increasing teacher buy-in for place based science.  The intention was not to increase this 

buy-in from the teachers with the motivation of scoring well on assessments for their students, 

but to be excited to educate because they see the value.    
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